Platform 4

Features & Benefits
SOCIAL
PROFILES
Add your professional background and skills to your profile. Find co-workers with
related or relevant knowledge and experience, and connect to others in your
organization through the people directory.
ACTIVITY STREAMS
Keep up to date on the information and activities in your spaces, and follow the
activities of the people with whom you are connected.

SPACES
Create your own collaboration spaces with dashboards, discussion forums, calendars
and documents. Allow any user to create a space and invite other users to join.

OPENSOCIAL
Build social apps thanks to the OpenSocial-compliant gadget container, which
supports oAuth and OpenSocial REST APIs.

COLLABORATION
WIKI
Meeting minutes, documentation, action plans, reports, a knowledge base and
notebooks are some of the popular uses of the full-featured enterprise wiki, which
eases knowledge capture and sharing.
CALENDAR
Create personal, group and shared calendars with free/busy status, reminders and
tasks. Sync eXo calendars with an existing calendar through iCal or CalDAV.

FORUM
Support, brainstorm, solicit new ideas or run polls with our full-featured enterprise
message board with built-in security, ratings and moderation.

COLLABORATIVE FAQ
Let your experts spread their knowledge using a collective Q&A, where the best
questions and answers will surface through the built-in answer rating system.

ENTERPRISE PORTAL FRAMEWORK
STANDARDS BASED
Our JSR-286 portlet and OpenSocial containers let you integrate your own apps that
have been developed with your favorite framework (including JSF, Spring and GWT).
CUSTOMIZABLE
Page and layout management is easy using drag-and-drop and WYSIWYG editors. The
Platform is highly skinnable and you can implement a website with any brand design.
MULTILINGUAL SUPPORT
There is a growing list of supported languages including English, French, German,
Italian, Portuguese and Arabic. eXo is easy to localize and has full support for
right-to-left text.

ROLE-BASED DELIVERY OF CONTENT AND APPS
Role-based policies aggregate and display pages, content, gadgets and portlets
depending on a logged-in user’s roles.
WEB RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
eXo optimizes JavaScript and CSS resources by isolating and minimizing them
automatically.

CONTENT MANAGEMENT
WEBSITE CREATION
Build advanced websites by developing or extending templates. Combine inline editing
with a powerful back office and a flexible publication workflow.
CONTENT EDITING & PUBLISHING
Use the built-in content publication workflow, or set up your own. The inline edit mode
is used by content authors to view the publication status of the front end and they can
publish in one click.

MULTI-SITE SUPPORT
Multiple sites can be hosted on the same eXo instance. For instance, your intranet,
extranet and company website can have the same users, content and applications.
SEO
Implement your search engine optimization (SEO) strategy easily by editing webpage
metadata, such as keywords and descriptions, and generating sitemaps and
controlling robot properties.

DOCUMENT & DIGITAL ASSET MANAGEMENT
Capture, store, manage and retrieve files and digital assets using a CMIS-compliant
repository. Take advantage of version history, rollbacks, votes, comments and more.

MOBILE
NATIVE IOS AND ANDROID APPS
Our native iPad, iPhone and Android apps integrate easily and securely with sites built
with eXo, providing an engaging social collaboration experience on-the-go.
DOCUMENTS
Access your documents that are securely stored in eXo and view them with your
device’s native document viewers.

NEWS FEED
Keep track of the status updates and changes made by your co-workers that you care
about while on-the-go.
INSTANT ACCESS TO DASHBOARDS
Keep an eye on your dashboards. Any gadget you add to one of your dashboards is
instantly available on your mobile.

INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT
WEB-BASED CODE EDITOR
Enable live development of all eXo code via an advanced multi-file editor with code
highlighting, formatting and deployment capabilities.
REST SERVICES
Develop, test and deploy RESTful web services using the JAX-RS API with the Groovy
language.

WCM TEMPLATE EDITING
Allow live changes to web content templates, html, CSS, JavaScript and Groovy code.

GADGETS DEVELOPMENT
Code, preview, debug and deploy OpenSocial gadgets via the IDE. Use previews and
debugging to facilitate mashup development.

STANDARDS & PROTOCOLS
STANDARDS BASED
By using standards, we have reduced lifecycle costs and long-term risk. eXo
embraces standards and open specifications wherever possible.
MANAGEMENT AND MONITORING INTERFACE
Monitor and manage eXo internals, such as caches and app speed, using an admin
dashboard or through the JMX and REST interfaces.
COMMAND LINE SHELL
CRaSH is an innovative shell for the JVM, giving CLI access to the JVM and it is used
to monitor and manage all sorts of internals at runtime.
ENTERPRISE DIRECTORY
Plug eXo into Active Directory or any LDAP-compliant directory to manage your users
and groups from a central location.

FTP AND WEBDAV CONNECTORS
Store documents in and retrieve them from the eXo repository through our FTP or
WebDAV connectors.
XML IMPORT & EXPORT
Export and/or import data and eXo configurations in a portable and standardized XML
format for backups or for a project’s lifecycle requirements.
AUTHENTICATION
Use the standard JAAS authentication or integrate a single sign-on (SSO) solution such
as CAS, JOSSO, SPNEGO or SAML2.

